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1  Welcome to R&S CHM
The R&S CHM software monitors status information from various system components
that are connected to the network. The web-based user interface visualizes system
state parameters, and lets you monitor and troubleshoot connected and configured
Rohde & Schwarz instruments, devices with simple network management protocol
(SNMP) interface, and other hosts.

Target audience

This manual familiarizes you with the functions and operation of the R&S CHM web
GUI. The contents are therefore intended for operators and administrators working with
the web GUI.
● Operators: Monitor configured hosts and services on the web GUI with restricted

permissions.
● Administrators: Monitor configured hosts and services on the web GUI with exten-

ded permissions. Administrators can, e.g. add comments or schedule downtimes.

For information on implementation and configuration of R&S CHM, see the "R&S CHM
System Status Monitoring Configuration" configuration manual.

1.1  Key features

R&S CHM system status monitoring provides the following high-level features:
● Run on a security-enhanced Linux distribution (SELinux)
● Run on a hardened operating system according to DISA STIGs. For information,

see https://public.cyber.mil/stigs/.
● Run unattended for a long period of time
● Continuously monitor the status of hosts and services, e.g. used disk space
● Allow configuration of device-specific monitoring services
● Reduce down-time of system components
● Troubleshooting of problems
● Encrypted communication between R&S CHM and monitored hosts
● Secure password handling

1.2  Documentation overview

This section provides an overview of the R&S CHM user documentation. Unless speci-
fied otherwise, you find the documents at:

www.rohde-schwarz.com/product/chm

Documentation overview

https://public.cyber.mil/stigs/
https://www.rohde-schwarz.com/product/chm
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1.2.1  Manuals

The manuals are provided in two formats. The PDF format is contained in the software
delivery. An HTML5-based help format is available on the R&S CHM web GUI.

The latest versions of the manuals are available for download or for immediate display
on the internet at:

www.rohde-schwarz.com/manual/chm

● "R&S CHM System Status Monitoring" user manual:
Introduces the R&S CHM and describes how to start working with the web GUI that
lets you monitor the "health status" of the system in detail.

● "R&S CHM System Status Monitoring Configuration" configuration manual:
Provides a description of all configuration options and describes how you imple-
ment and set up R&S CHM on all system components.

To obtain help on the web GUI

► On the left navigation area of the R&S CHM web GUI, select "System" > "Manual".

The help opens in the R&S CHM web GUI.

1.2.2  Brochure

The brochure provides an overview of the software and deals with the specific charac-
teristics.

See www.rohde-schwarz.com/brochure-datasheet/chm

1.2.3  Release notes and open source acknowledgment (OSA)

The release notes list new features, improvements and known limitations of the current
software version, and contain a release history.

The open-source acknowledgment document provides verbatim license texts of the
used open-source software.

Both documents are contained in the software delivery.

Documentation overview

https://www.rohde-schwarz.com/manual/chm
https://www.rohde-schwarz.com/brochure-datasheet/chm
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2  Introduction
The R&S CHM system status monitoring software provides an integrated, system-wide
solution to collect status information continuously in a local area network (LAN). The
software continuously performs checks for monitored hosts and services and evaluates
the results. If R&S CHM detects an error condition, it creates an alert. The following
figure provides an overview of a monitored system.

1
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Figure 2-1: R&S CHM - status monitoring overview

1 = Computer with web-based user interface
2 = Network component (router, switch)
3 = Server hardware
4 = Rohde & Schwarz device
5 = Server hardware with error condition
6 = Uninterruptible power supply with error condition
7 = R&S CHM host that runs the status monitoring software

The R&S CHM software runs on a Linux server (7) and the web-based user interface
runs on a standard computer (1).
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R&S CHM can fetch data from all connected and configured system components (1 to
7). Therefore, the operational state of the system is always under control. The down-
time periods, due to maintenance operations or hardware failures, are reduced to a
minimum.

Lifetime of monitoring data
All monitoring data is retained for 90 days. Older data is purged from the database.

To monitor status information, system operators and administrators use the browser-
based graphical user interface, in the following named as "web GUI".

1 32

Figure 2-2: Web GUI for status monitoring

1 = Main filter categories
2 = Additional filter categories
3 = Main area for problem monitoring

For configuration of R&S CHM from any client in the LAN, system administrators can
use an SSH client, such as PuTTY.

How to continue?

The next steps depend on your role as mentioned under "Target audience" on page 5.
● Monitor system status information on the web GUI (operators and adminis-

trators)
Continue with Chapter 3, "Starting the R&S CHM web GUI", on page 10.
Read the "R&S CHM System Status Monitoring" user manual.

● Install and configure R&S CHM (system administrators, integrators)
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Read the "R&S CHM System Status Monitoring Configuration" configuration man-
ual.
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3  Starting the R&S CHM web GUI
You can access R&S CHM web GUI using a standard web browser on any computer
that is connected to the LAN. We recommend using a current version of Microsoft
Edge or Google Chrome.

To start the GUI

1. Open the web browser.

2. In the address bar, type the IP address of the R&S CHM host, e.g. 10.100.120.12.

The browser displays a registration page.

3. Enter your credentials. This step depends on the user authentication method that is
configured for your system.

● With configured LDAP user authentication, log in with your network creden-
tials or ask your system administrator for details.

Figure 3-1: Web GUI - LDAP sign-in page

● With configured local user authorization, use one of the preconfigured local
users.

Figure 3-2: Web GUI - local user sign-in page
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– Operator: operator, password chmoperator
– Administrator: admin, password chmadmin

The browser opens the web GUI with the "Dashboard" page. The web GUI pro-
vides numerous filters that you can use to monitor the system efficiently.

The web GUI only shows the hosts and services that your system administrator has
configured for monitoring.
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4  Obtaining a status overview
To obtain an overview of the current status of all configured hosts and services, select
"Dashboard" on the menu. A host is a configured SNMP device or an agent, i.e. a Win-
dows or Linux host. A service is a monitored element of a host.

The dashboard initially shows three dashboards that are characterized by specific fil-
ters. The dashboards are "Current Incidents", "Overdue" and "Muted". The different
dashboards help you focus only on relevant status information, e.g. critical problems.

Figure 4-1: Dashboard page

You can customize the "Dashboard" to suit your needs, see Chapter 9.2, "Managing
user-defined navigation items", on page 22.

Problem severity

Four status levels indicate the severity of detected service problems:
●  "OK" (green): The service is up and running; R&S CHM does not detect a prob-

lem.
●  "UNKNOWN" (purple): R&S CHM cannot detect the status of the service, e.g.

due to LAN interruptions. Check for connection or configuration problems.
●  "WARNING" (orange): The service is running, but exceeds the configured

threshold. Check for problem details and report them to your system administrator.
●  "CRITICAL" (pink): The service exceeds the critical threshold and thus has

severe problems. Immediately check for problem details and report them to your
system administrator.

Two status levels indicate the severity of detected host problems:
●  "OK" (green): The host is up and running; R&S CHM does not detect a problem.
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●  "CRITICAL" (dark red): The host is down. Immediately check for problem details
and report them to your system administrator.
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5  Focusing on problems
To list only the system components whose status indicate a problem, select "Problems"
on the menu.

Figure 5-1: Problems page

For example, select the "Service Grid" to visualize all host problems in a table.

Figure 5-2: Problems page - Service Grid dashboard

To open host or service details

1. Point on a status icon to get details on the problem in a tooltip.

2. Click a status icon to open the related host or service dashboard the "Service Grid"
dashboard on the right.
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To save information to file or customize a dashboard

► Select the down arrow next to the dashboard tabs to show more options for this
dashboard, e.g. output information to file in PDF, CSV or JSON format. Also, you
can add the dashboard to the "Dashboard" page or to the menu on the left.

Figure 5-3: Menu next to the dashboard tabs

For more information about customizing, see Chapter 9.2, "Managing user-defined
navigation items", on page 22.
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6  Focusing on specific components
To quickly access the current state of specific system components, select "Overview"
on the menu. This page provides specific, predefined categories that you can use to
display only relevant resources or groups of resources.

Figure 6-1: Overview page

For example, select the "Hostgroups" to check the state of configured groups of host
from a specific location.
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Figure 6-2: Host groups and their states
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7  Displaying status details
To display status details of a defective resource, you follow the links of this resource.
There are different detail levels that you can access. The following example starts on
the "Dashboard".

1

23

Figure 7-1: Navigating on the web GUI

1 = Show detailed information for selected service on related host.
2, 3 = Show detailed information for selected host.

Use the "Back" function of the web browser to return to the previous page.

To open host or service details

1. Point on a status icon to get details on the problem in a tooltip.

Figure 7-2: Check for details in tooltips

2. Click a status icon to open the related host or service dashboard the "Service Grid"
dashboard on the right.
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Figure 7-3: Open the host or service dashboard for all details
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8  Verifying status history
To obtain an overview of the system status over time, select "History" on the menu.

Figure 8-1: History of alerts

For example, you can display the alerts from the past in a grid of months and days and
thus you can identify problem accumulations by time.
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Figure 8-2: Event Grid - summary history of alerts
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9  Customizing the web GUI
You can customize the following settings of the web GUI to suit your needs.

9.1  Changing the theme

The default theme is light, which is suitable in bright surroundings. The dark theme
uses a black background and light labeling and is suitable in darkish surroundings.

To apply the dark theme

1. On the left menu, select "<current_user>" > "My Account".

2. Under the "Preferences", set the "Theme" to "rs-company-theme/dark".

3. Save the settings to take the changes effect. You can apply the setting for the cur-
rent session or make the setting permanent until you change it again.

The theme changes to dark.

9.2  Managing user-defined navigation items

You can create additional, user-defined navigation items on the web GUI. These items
can help you focus on specific hosts or services if necessary.

To create a navigation item

Use this procedure to prepare navigation item that you can use to assign specific navi-
gation items to. You can create menu items or items that are shown on the tabs of a
menu item, e.g. on the "Overview" > "Hosts" page.

Prerequisite: If you want to create a host or service action, you need the link to this
host or service. You can copy the link from already existing hosts or services before
you continue. Right-click the host or service, and then select "Copy link address".

Managing user-defined navigation items
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Figure 9-1: Creating and configuring a navigation item

1. On the left menu, select "<current_user>" (here: "operator") > "My Account".

2. On the "Navigation" page, select "Create a New Navigation Item" (A).

3. Provide the necessary information for the navigation item.

● "Name" (mandatory) (B): Specify the name of the menu item.
● "Type" (mandatory) (C): Select "Menu Entry" to add the navigation item to the

main menu.
"Host Action" and "Service Action" assigns a navigation item to one of the pre-
defined "Hosts" or "Services" dashboards.

● "Parent" (optional) (D): Select "None" to make this entry a main menu entry.
You can also select from already existing user-defined menu items.

● "Url": The link to a host or service. If you specify a main menu entry, an "Url" is
not necessary. But if you want to add a host or service, you need a link here.

The new navigation item is successfully created, see example "My Menu Entry" (F,
G).

To create dashlets

A dashlet represents an area on a dashboard. Dashlets are assigned to predefined or
user-defined dashboards. The web GUI already shows predefined dashlets, e.g. the
"Service Problems" dashlet on the "Dashboard" > "Current Incidents" dashboard.

You can add more user-defined dashlets to suit your needs. In this procedure, we cre-
ate a dashboard with dashlet on the "Dashboard".

1. On the left menu, select "Dashboard".

2. Select the down arrow (A) next to already available dashboards.

Managing user-defined navigation items
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B
A

Figure 9-2: Adding a dashlet

3. From the list, select "Add Dashlet".

4. On the "New Dashlet" page, specify the following:

D

C

E

F

Figure 9-3: Configuring a dashlet

● "Url" (C): The link to a host or service.
● "Dashlet Title" (mandatory) (D): Enter the name of the dashlet.
● "New dashboard" (optional) (E, F): If selected, adds the dashlet to a new dash-

board. Enter the name fo the dashboard.

You have added a user-defined dashboard and a user-defined dashlet.

G

H

Figure 9-4: User-defined dashboard and dashlet on the web GUI

G = Dashboard
H = Dashlet

Managing user-defined navigation items
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To add a dashboard to another dashboard or menu

► Select the down arrow next to the dashboard tabs to show more options.

You can add the dashboard to the "Dashboard" page or to the menu on the left.

Figure 9-5: Menu next to the dashboard tabs

Also, you can output the information on the dashboard to file in PDF, CSV or JSON
format.

Managing user-defined navigation items
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10  Troubleshooting
This section informs about problems that can occur and provides basic troubleshooting
procedures. Problems that apply to the web GUI probably cannot be resolved by oper-
ators or administrators due to missing privileges. Then, contact the system administra-
tor to resolve these problems.

10.1  Web GUI is unavailable

If the web GUI is unavailable, possibly the services are not up and running on the
R&S CHM system status monitoring host.

Resolution

► To resolve the problem, contact the system administrator.

10.2  Web GUI shows message Wrong SNMP PDU digest

Or you can see the SNMP error "No SNMP response received before timeout".

Resolution

► To resolve the problem, contact the system administrator.

10.3  Web GUI shows 404 error

This error is a standard HTTP error message code. It means that the website that you
were trying to reach could not be found on the server. One of the possible causes is
that the LDAP server is not reachable.

Resolution

► To resolve the problem, contact the system administrator.

10.4  Contacting customer support

Technical support – where and when you need it

For quick, expert help with any Rohde & Schwarz product, contact our customer sup-
port center. A team of highly qualified engineers provides support and works with you

Contacting customer support
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to find a solution to your query on any aspect of the operation, programming or applica-
tions of Rohde & Schwarz products.

Contact information

Contact our customer support center at www.rohde-schwarz.com/support, or follow this
QR code:

Figure 10-1: QR code to the Rohde & Schwarz support page

Contacting customer support

https://www.rohde-schwarz.com/support
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Glossary: Abbreviations and terms
C

CSV: Character separated values, comma separated values or colon separated values

D
dashboard: In the context of this manual, the dashboard is a web page that consists
of multiple dashlets. You can customize the dashboard to suit your needs.

dashlet: Dashlets are individual elements on a dashboard. You can add them to or
remove them from dashboard. Dashlets represent reusable units of functionality.

G
GUI: Graphical user interface

H
HTML5: Hypertext mark-up language, version 5

L
LDAP: Lightweight directory access protocol

P
PDF: Portable document format. Frequently used file format for saving and exchanging
documents.

S
SNMP: Simple network management protocol

SSH: Secure shell
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